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Suffering 

Namrata Sharma 
                                  Asst. Professor,  

Maharaja Agrasen Institute of Technology, 
             Sector-22,Rohini,  

Delhi-86  
 

For a long time, I have been searching the motto of my life 

Did you find one? 

I suppose Life is what a game of sufferings 

Just like ‘a game of chess’ 

Does this remind you of the waste land? 

 

“Punrapi Janmam Punrapi Marnam 

Punrapi Janni jathre Shyanam” 

Birth , Death, Rebirth, death … 

This process of coming again and again to this mortal world 

Never perishes 

Again, and again coming in the cage of mother’s womb. 

Life starts and thrusts you in the clouds of gloom.. 

Have you ever realized this? 

 

Don’t be gratified of the name and fame so tall 

These statures are one day designed to fall 

This song of anxiety may fade away tomorrow 

Realization to this possibly save you from sorrow 

What can be the life’s motif then? 

 

It is hard for anything to be easy 

Humans need to do more to attain humanity 

Humans are mortals, humanity is immortal 

How can a wrong connection be last long? 
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Life is not always a game of suffering 

If seen from another angle 

The seers have the competence  

to light upon this different view point 

I bet they will never disappoint 

 

If follow the path designed by great masters 

Sufferings will be the part of dust soon 

And remain will be robust blissful soul 

Enjoying the oneness with eternity 

From where there is no come back to the world of Mortals 

O God! I wish to reunite you in your blissful abode 

 

Now I realize my dictum in my life 

Shelter in His arms is my redemption from the sufferings  
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